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Phuzion PHV™ LED Linear High Bay 
Adjustable High Bay for Industrial Applications  

http://www.holophane.com
http://www.acuitybrands.com


Designed to Deliver.

The new Phuzion PHV™ LED high bay was created to solve even the most challenging industrial 

applications. This fixture’s unique tilting capability allows for customized light distribution in any space 

and by delivering true industrial ratings and listings, the Phuzion PHV™ is designed to the highest 

performance and quality standards that you have come to expect from Holophane®.   

Contact your LC Certified Holophane sales representative and visit www.holophane.com to learn 

more about the Phuzion PHV™ LED High Bay. 

Lights, Lumens, Action! 
This innovative 2ft fixture features fully adjustable dual 
light-bars and produces up to 30,000 lumens. And with 
a 4 light-bar configuration that boasts an impressive 
60,000 lumens and offers even greater customizability, 
the PHV is truly a breakthrough for the Holophane 
Linear Industrial portfolio.

 
Robust Ratings and Listings
The PHV features numerous critical ratings for industrial 

spaces. IP65/66, NEMA4X, NSF2 Splash Zone, along 

with the unique Holophane corrosion resistant paint  
for added protection in harsh environments

At a Glance
Tiltable, not Typical 
The most unique feature of the PHV is the 
tiltable light bars that can be rotated up to 
40°! Allowing for more adaptable installation 
and customized distribution. This feature 
may also eliminate the need for some 
fixtures, thereby reducing the overall  
cost of lighting a space. 



Phuzion PHV™  LED Linear High Bay 

Mounting Options
Pendant, cable and QDH mounts provide simple and secure solutions for any 
installation. + Additional surface mounting option features galvanized aluminum 
rails and brackets for increased stability 

 + QDH

Warehouse

Airplane Hanger 

Food Processing

Retail 

Powerplant

Transportation

Tunnels

Manufacturing

Typical Applications

All die cast aluminum 
allows for optimal thermal 
performance in your space, 
up to 65°C!

Dual layered lens - custom 
molded acrylic inlay 
on top of clear glass or 
polycarbonate lens, provides 
corrosion resistance and 
prismatic optics 

nLight® AIR Wireless 
Networking     
Integrated smart sensors for 
dimming and switching modules 
for additional energy savings and 
to support building energy codes.

 + Cable

 + Pendant  + Surface

Molded Gaskets with  
complex labyrinth seal design 
for maximum ingress protection 
from dust and water
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Warranty Five-year limited warranty. Full warranty terms located at www.acuitybrands.com/CustomerResources/Terms_and_conditions.aspx
Product specifications may change without notice. Please contact your sales representative for the latest product information.

The Bluetooth® word mark and logos are registered trademarks owned by Bluetooth SIG, Inc. and any use of such 
marks by Acuity Brands is under license. Other trademarks and trade names are those of their respective owners.

nLight® is a sensor-based network digital lighting controls system that offers wired and wireless lighting 

controls, easily connecting fixtures, sensors, and other control devices to create a digital network. The nLight 

platform of products enables ease in specification, installation, and ownership, making it the go-to digital 

lighting controls platform for specifiers, contractors, and building owners. 

nLight® AIR wireless lighting controls are a smart solution for simplifying installation and aiding in energy 

code compliance. 

rPODB 2P DX Mobile Device

1. Install the nLight® AIR fixtures with integrated smart sensor

2. Install the wireless battery-powered wall switch or nLight AIR enabled 
battery powered ceiling mount sensor 

3. With our CLAIRITY™ Pro app, pair the fixtures with the wall switch 
or remote ceiling mount sensor and if desired, customize the sensor 
settings for the intended outcome

Simple as 1,2,3

Benefits of nLight® Lighting Controls in Industrial Applications 

Savings

Achieve energy and labor savings as well as rebate potential

Easy to Use

The nLight AIR integrated sensor is an occupancy sensor and 

photocell that works out of the box; use the CLAIRITY™ Pro  

app to adjust sensor settings

Scalabilty 

Configure the light you need and easily scale from one room to 

multiple sites with the nLight platform

Aids in Code Compliance  

Set light levels in a given space as defined by the specific  

building code (when entering or leaving a room, as an example)

Controls Solutions
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